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The Numerical Features of the Book of Exodus 
A New Approach to its Compositional Structure 

Please read the General Introduction 

Part III  Exod 19,1-20,26 The Theophany at Mount Sinai 

 Text Words Letters     Sum-W Sum-L Contents Highlighted 

       §1 Moses commissioned as mediator 

1 Exod 19,1 12 49  12 49  

2 Exod 19,2 12 52  24 101  

3 Exod 19,3 17 65 1   1 41 166 Moses meets God on Mount Sinai.  

4 Exod 19,4 13 52  54 218  
5 Exod 19,5 17 62  71 280 He must tell the people to listen to God. 

6 Exod 19,6 14 54  85 334        
6 19,1-6 85 (5x17) 334  (5x17)            

       §2 The Israelites prepare to meet God 

7 Exod 19,7 14 55 2 99 389  

8 Exod 19,8 17 58 3  4 116 447 The people will do whatever YHWH will. 

9 Exod 19,9 26 92 2  5  6 142 539 YHWH will appear and speak to Moses. 

10 Exod 19,10 12 45 3  7 154 584  

11 Exod 19,11 15+ 56 8 169 640 The people must be ready the third day 

12 Exod 19,12 16+ 59  185 699 But they must not go up the mountain 
13 Exod 19,13 21=52(2x26) 63  206 762 under penalty of feath.  

14 Exod 19,14 11 38  217 800  

15 Exod 19,15 11 38  228 838  

16 Exod 19,16 21 77  249 915  

17 Exod 19,17 11 47  260 962 Until this point: 260 (10x26) words 

11 19,7-17 175 628  (10x26)   

       §3 The visible manifestation of YHWH: 

18 Exod 19,18 18 64 9 278 1026 The people hear God answering Moses. 
19 Exod 19,19 11 46  289 1072 They are afraid and ask Moses to speak. 

       Until this point: 289 (17x17) words 

20 Exod 19,20 16 52 10 11 305 1124  

21 Exod 19,21 15 50 4 12 13 320 1174  

22 Exod 19,22 10 40 14 15 330 1214  

23 Exod 19,23 20 67 16 350 1281  

24 Exod 19,24 19 69 5 17 18 369 1350  

25 Exod 19,25 6 21  375 1371    S  

8 19,20-25 115 409                 
       §4 YHWH promulgates the Decalogue 

26 Exod 20,1 7+ 28 6 382 1399    S Introduction 

27 Exod 20,2 9+ 41 19 391 1440 I, YHWH, am your God who freed you, 

28 Exod 20,3 7+ 23  398 1463 so you shall have no other god! 

29 Exod 20,4 16=39 59  414 1522 You shall not make carved images, nor 

30 Exod 20,5 21 74 20 435 1596 worship them, for I am a jealous god,  

31 Exod 20,6 6+ 29  441 1625 but I keep faith with all who love me! 
32 Exod 20,7 17+ 51=3x17 21 22 458 1676    P Do not make wrong use of my Name! 

7 20,1-7 83 305                  

       §5 The Sabbath law and 6 other laws 

33 Exod 20,8 5+ 18  463 1694 Remember to keep the Sabbath holy. 

34 Exod 20,9 6+ 24  469 1718 You have 6 days to do all your work, but 

35 Exod 20,10 18=52+ 75 23 487 1793 the 7th day is a Sabbath of YHWH: 

36 Exod 20,11 26=78 86 24 25 513 1879    S Then nobody shall do any work! 
37 Exod 20,12 15+ 53 26 528 1932    S Honour your father and your mother! 

38 Exod 20,13 2=17+ 6  530 1938    S Do not commit murder! 

39 Exod 20,14 2+ 6  532 1944    S Do not commit adultery! 

40 Exod 20,15 2+ 6  534 1950    S Do not steal! 

41 Exod 20,16 5=26 15  539 1965    S Do not give false evidence! 

42 Exod 20,17 15 54  554 2019   P Do not covet what is your neighbour’s! 

10 20,8-17 96 343                 The name    occurs 26x in 19,1-20,17. 
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43 Exod 20,18 18 67  572 2086 §6 Moses is recognized as mediator 
44 Exod 20,19 13 49  585 2135  

45 Exod 20,20 19 76  604 2211  

46 Exod 20,21 10 37  614 2248   P  

4 20,18-21 60 229                 

       §7 The law of the Altar, a cliffhanger: 

47 Exodus 20,22 16+ 56 7  27 630 2304 You know that God has spoken to Moses. 

48 Exodus 20,23 10=26 34  640 2338 Do not worship other gods besides me! 

49 Exodus 20,24 23 87  663 2425  
50 Exodus 20,25 14 52  677 2477  

51 Exodus 20,26 10 37  687 2514   P  
5 20,22-26 73 266                         20,1-26  312 (12x26) words 

51 19,1-20,26 687 2514 27 687 2514  

Observation 1 The present delimitation is the result of weighing different options in answering the 

question where does the text end: at the Petuchah after 20,17, that is to say, at the end of the 
Decalogue , or at the Petuchah after 20,21, just before the Law of the Altar, or at 20,26 at the Petuchah 
just before the Book of the Covenant in 21-24? The logotechnical analysis of the three options did not 
bring to light a total number of words that are a multiple of one of the divine name numbers as in the 
case of Part II, Exod 15,22-18,16 (see there Observation 1). Therefore, I had to look for other 
characteristics and came to the conclusion that the present delimitation, 19,1-20,26,  is correct.  

The first significant feature that meets the eye in the present delimitation is the fact that the text is 
made up of 51 (3x17) verses, with 20,1, the introduction to the Promulgation of the Decalogue, at the 
mathematical centre as the most crucial statement (51=25+1+25)! 
The decisive factor that tipped the scales in favour of the present delimitation is the fact that something 
new starts in 21,1, the Book of the Covenant and its Ratification, which is a distinct literary entity in its 
own right: Part IV Exod 21,1-24,18. This is underscored by its significant total number of words, 1462, 
which is a multiple of the divine name number 17 (86x17). This definitely settles the question of the 
delimitation of both Part III and Part IV. 

Observation 2 The Masoretic use of open spaces to demarcate subsections of the text and to draw 

attention to certain passages appears to be a great help in determining the general framework. In the 
table above I have highlighted the five Petuchahs and Setumahs that have a demarcating function; the 
remaining seven Setumahs only serve to draw attention to the relevant passages. 
The divine name numbers appear to have been used to indicate certain subsections, namely 19,1-6 with 
85 (5x17) words, 19,1-17 with 260 (10x26) words and 17 verses, and 19,1-19 with 289 (17x17) words. 
The last little passage, 19,18-19, stands out as being of crucial importance: the visible manifestation of 
YHWH in fire and thunder on the mountain. 

Observation 3 Exodus 20, the Decalogue chapter,  has 26 verses and altogether 312 (12x26) words. 

Here, the divine name numbers and their multiples are used to focus on certain aspects of the text, as 
shown by the numbers in bold face in the table above. The first 4 verses (20,1-4) containing the 
preamble to the Decalogue (1-2) and the first and second commandments (3-4) dealing with Israel’s 
monotheistic faith, are made up of 39 words. This is certainly not simply a matter of coincidence but 
consciously designed to signify YHWH’s uniqueness by means of the YHWH-‘èchad formula 26 + 13.  
In vs. 6-17 the entire text is highlighted by multiples of the divine name numbers, with special emphasis 
on the third commandment (with regard to God’s name) which has 17 words made up of 51 (3x17) 
letters. This special emphasis also applies to v. 11 which stands out by having 26 words. It deals with the 
reason for the Sabbath commandement according to the book of Exodus: it was incorporated into the 
cosmic order at the creation of the world (Genesis 1). In Deuteronomy it is rooted in the Exodus event. 

Observation 4 On the basis of these observations the text of Part III divides into 7 paragraphs:  
§1   19,1-6 Moses commissioned by YHWH as mediator 
§2   19,7-17 The Israelites prepare to meet God on Mount Sinai 
§3   19,18-25 The visible manifestation of YHWH in fire and thunder 
§4   20,1-7 YHWH promulgates the Decalogue: the first 3 commandments 
§5   20,8-17 The 7 remaining commandments, to begin with the Sabbath law 
§6   20,18-21 Moses recognized by the people as mediator 
§7   20,22-26 The law of the Altar. 
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The promulgation of the Decalogue and the first 3 commandments (§4) are positioned in pride of place 
at the centre. The Sabbath commandment ushers in a separate paragraph dealing with the remaining 7 
commandments. By doing so, it was given prominence. Note the many references to the Sabbath in the 
book: 16,23.26.29; 20,8.10.11; 31,14.15.16.17; 35,2.3.  The Law of the Altar in §7, 20,22-26 has clearly 
the function of a cliffhanger: it anticipates the Book of the Covenant in 21-24. 

§§1-3   Exod 19,1-25   YHWH Appears on Mount Sinai and Communicates with Moses 

              
       

                   
           

       
               

        
        

             
             

               
         

         
      

              
                

              
                 

              
               

                        
       

                  
            

                
                   

        
                 

               
      

                   
           

                
        

                 
                   

              
        

                   
                  

                
                

                    
                      

                
                  

                  
            

Narrative: 
 

28 
 
 
 

YHWH 1: 

 
6 + 51 = 57 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Narrative: 18 

The Israelites: 1 + 5 = 6 
Narrative: 7 

YHWH 2: 

4 + 15 = 19 

Narrative: 7 

YHWH 3: 

4 + 60 = 64 
 
 
 
 

Narrative: 11 

Moses: 
3 + 8 = 11 

 
Narrative: 

 
vs. 16-20  

 
77 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

YHWH 4: 

4 + 21 = 25 
 

Moses: 
4 + 16 = 20 

YHWH 5: 

3 + 16=19 

Narrative: 6  
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§§4-7   Exod 20,1-26  The Promulgation of the Decalogue and its Impact on the People 

           
                  

         
                  

           
                   

             
          

         
                 

      
           

          
          

          
                

        
            

     

                
    

    
    

         
     

         
       

            
               

                  
            

             
             

          
              

             
           

     
            

              
        

                  

YHWH 6: 
7 + 172 = 179 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Narrative: 
18 

The Israelites: 3 + 10 = 13 

Moses:  
4 + 15 = 19 

Narrative: 10 

YHWH 7: 
4 + 69 = 73 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Observation 5 The 26 verses of Chapter 20 are made up of 312 (12x26) words. In both chapters 

taken together, there are 51 (3x17) verses and  7 divine speeches. The name    occurs, most 

significantly, in the following way: 26x in the section dealing with the theophany on Mount Sinai (19,1-
20,17) where it ‘seals’ these events and signifies the presence of YHWH symbolically, and 1x in the Law 
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of the Altar (20,22-26), where it is the prelude to the presence of YHWH in the Book of the Covenant. 
This single instance together with the 16 instances of the divine name in Part IV, brings the total to 17x, 
linking Part III, 19,1-20,26, and Part IV, 21,1-24,18 inextricably together.  

Overview of the Narratives and the Speeches by YHWH, Moses, and the Israelites 

Chapters Narratives YHWH Moses Israelites 

19,1-25   28 
  18 
    7 
    7 
  11 
  77 
    6 
154 

  6 + 51 =  57 
  4 + 15 =  19 
  4 + 60 =  64 
  4 + 21 =  25     
  3 + 16 =  19 
21+163=184 

3 +   8 = 11 
4 + 16 = 20 
7 + 24 = 31 

 
 
1 + 5 = 6 

20,1-26   18 
  10 
  28 

  7 + 172  = 179 
  4 +   69  =   73 
11 + 241 =  252 

 4 + 15 = 19 
 

3 + 10 = 13 

51 verses 182 (7x26) 32 + 404 =  436 11 + 39 = 50 4 + 15 = 19 

Observation 6 In Chapter 19, YHWH’s first speech consists of 51 (3x17) words. Moreover, YHWH 

and Moses speak altogether 187 (11x17) words (163+24), which demonstrates the strong focus on 
the communication between YHWH and Moses during the events of the theophany. On the other 
hand, the events themselves are specifically focussed on by the fact that the author/editor used 
altogether 182 (7x26) words in the narrative sections of the text as a whole. 
In Chapter 20, there is, remarkably enough, nothing significant about the dialogues. 
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